Abstract. In this paper, a numerical simulation on the flow of liquid bridge and gas flow channel has been conducted to analyze the effect of airflow velocity on the isothermal liquid bridge free surface and the flow pattern in liquid bridge. The results show that the different pressure makes the lower part of liquid bridge shrink but makes the upper expand for the silicone oil liquid bridge of volume ratio V = 1, aspect ratio τ =1. It will cause volatility in surface when shear gas stream just acting on the free surface of liquid bridge. When the shear gas stream acting on the free surface lasts 0.14s, the fluctuation of free surface reaches a steady state, and the fluctuation of surface is less than 0.5μm. In the process of free surface wave, the maximum value of deformation usually appears in the bumps or the pits, and the deformation of the point near z = d / 2 is always zero.
Introduction
A new direction of studying floating zone method is using shear gas stream to restrain the effect of thermocapillary. The gas stream has launched application in the industry, such as the producing of high quality semiconductor [1] , microjets [2] , fiber and so on. On the other hand, the experimental studies on thermocapillary convection in liquid bridge were carried out mostly on the ground both at home and abroad, and some of them were space experiment. Although there were a lot of numerical calculations and theoretical analysis, it was difficult to find accurate stability analysis and numerical simulation [3] . The reason was that the vast majority of studies used a simplified model and didn't take into account the deformation of liquid bridge free surface caused by shear gas stream, which set the free surface of liquid bridge to be non-deformable cylindrical or non-deformable surface by fluid volume and Young-Laplace equation [4] [5] , affecting the accuracy of the findings. This article aims to study the deformation of liquid bridge surface caused by shear stream and the changes of temperature filed in internal flow field, which is under normal gravity conditions. Based on the basic knowledge of two-phase flow, we investigate the effect of air stream for isothermal liquid bridges. It directly services for the melt crystal growth of float zone on the ground, aiming at improving the quality of existing materials and processes, and it will further enriches the relevant research results of thermocapillary convection and small two-phase flow.
The Establishment of Mathematical Models

The physical model
The semi-floating zone model is shown in Fig. 1 . The height and radius of the liquid bridge are d and R 0 , respectively. Therefore, the aspect ratio of liquid bridge is
Geometrical scales used in the calculations are shown in Table 1 
The governing equations
The continuity equation:
The momentum equation:
The energy equation:
Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions of wall
The boundary conditions of velocity: The fluids satisfy the no-slip and do not penetrate boundary condition on the wall [6] , that is its velocity component meet:
The fluid velocity has two velocity components, that is the radial velocity and the axial velocity. In the above formula, u r represents the radial velocity, and u z represents the axial velocity.
The boundary conditions of temperature: In this study, the solid wall is considered to be isothermal, and the temperature of liquid near the wall equals to the temperature of wall.
The boundary conditions of free surface
The boundary condition of free surface kinematic and dynamic [7] ( ) 
The boundary conditions of free surface temperature Two fluids meet the conditions of continuous temperature and heat flux at the free surface [8] :
The boundary conditions of inlet
The gas velocity at entrance remains constant:
The gas temperature at entrance equals to the ambient temperature:
3 Numerical results
The influence of shear airflow on isothermal liquid bridge
The influence of gas stream (u g =1m/s) on liquid bridge has a changing process. The liquid bridge shows a concave-convex shape under the influence of gravity. The gas stream entered from the bottom of liquid bridge in the 06001-p.2 opposite direction of gravity, weakening the effect of gravity on the surface shape of liquid bridge. As shown in Fig 2, the free surface of liquid bridge changes significantly while the shear gas stream just acts on it. The convex surface reduces toward the inside, and the concave surface extends toward the outside, which is the effect of shear gas stream direct action. Fig 3 shows the size of the initial time of deformation, and we can get from the figure that the value of deformation reaches about 10 m both in the pits and the most bumps, while the deformation is essentially zero in the liquid bridge height of z=1.5 around.
From Fig 4, we can know that the deformation of free surface reaches equilibrium after the shear gas stream acting for some time. The maximum deformation still occurs at the most bumps or best pits, but the free surface fluctuation is always smaller than 0.5μm. Within this range, we can consider it reaches a steady state. To achieve this status requires more than 0.14s. Fig 5 shows the distribution of the axial velocity of free surface. The axial velocity distribution of free surface has no obvious rules, and the maximum value occurs at a height of about 0.5mm, which should be the protruding part of liquid bridge facing the gas stream section. Under the direct action of liquid bridge, the gas stream nearly vertically acts on the surface. The minimum velocity occurs at the middle of liquid bridge. Because the liquid bridge is less directly affected and the counteract of deformation of the upper and lower side of liquid bridge, the velocity in here is the smallest. As shown in Fig 7, internal liquid bridge shows unit cell flow when the gas flow in the opposite direction of gravity. The unit cell near the free surface is like a shell. This is the collective effect of tangential air flow and thermocapillary convection.
Conclusions
In this paper, the silicone oil of 10cSt is used as the research object, and the ratio of height to diameter of 10cSt is 1, and its volume ratio is 1. The deformations of free surface caused by shear gas stream and its inhibiting effect to thermocapillary convection have been studied. The following conclusions have been achieved.
1. When shear gas stream acts on the free surface of liquid bridge, it will first cause the deformation of free surface. The deformation is comparatively large in the initial moments. After a period of time, the deformation of free surface reaches a steady state, and the deformation is less than 0.5μm. It takes about 0.14s-0.30s to reach steady state and the time increases along with the increase of gas stream intensity. 2. For the isothermal liquid bridges, the deformation of liquid surface has certain rules. The deformation of free surface at the point near z=d/2 is zero. The free surface has the maximum deformation at the most humps and the most concave. When the gas stream is in the opposite direction of gravity, the convex of free surface shrinks while the concave of free surface expands.
